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Tales From My Closet Toys in the Closet
Is your closet jam-packed and yet you have absolutely nothing to wear? Can
you describe your personal style in one sentence? If someone grabbed a
random piece from your closet right now, how likely is it that it would be
something you love and wear regularly? With so many style and shopping
options, it can be difficult to create a streamlined closet of pieces that
can be worn easily and confidently. In The Curated Closet, style writer
Anuschka Rees presents a fascinatingly strategic approach to identifying,
refining, and expressing personal style and building the ideal wardrobe to
match it, with style and shopping strategies that women can use every day.
Using The Curated Closet method, you’ll learn to: • Shop smarter and more
selectively • Make the most of your budget • Master outfit formulas and
color palettes • Tweak your wardrobe for work • Assess garment fit and
quality like a pro • Curate a closet of fewer, better pieces Including
useful infographics, charts, and activities, as well as beautiful fashion
photography, The Curated Closet is the ultimate practical guide to
authentic and unique style.

Light in the Closet Children's Book Press
Meet Hadjii. He’s got a loving family, a taste for making trouble, and a wicked sense of humor. His
first book, Don’t Let My Mama Read This, is a rarity—an upbeat memoir about a blessedly normal
childhood written by a natural-born storyteller. In it, he offers a warm, witty look at the pleasures and
pitfalls of growing up in a close-knit Southern family, from a young man who’s just like you, only
funnier.
The Curated Closet Larousse Kingfisher Chambers
Adventure abounds when a toy comes to life in this classic novel! It's Omri's birthday, but all he
gets from his best friend, Patrick, is a little plastic warrior figure. Trying to hide his
disappointment, Omri puts his present in a metal cupboard and locks the door with a mysterious
skeleton key that once belonged to his great-grandmother. Little does Omri know that by turning
the key, he will transform his ordinary plastic toy into a real live man from an altogether different
time and place! Omri and the tiny warrior called Little Bear could hardly be more different, yet
soon the two forge a very special friendship. Will Omri be able to keep Little Bear without
anyone finding out and taking his new friend away?
The Closet Ghosts Penguin
The New York Times Bestseller '[An] earth-shaking exposé of clerical corruption' - National Catholic
Reporter In the Closet of the Vatican exposes the rot at the heart of the Vatican and the Roman
Catholic Church today. This brilliant piece of investigative writing is based on four years' authoritative
research, including extensive interviews with those in power. The celibacy of priests, the condemnation
of the use of contraceptives, the cover up of countless cases of sexual abuse, the resignation of
Benedict XVI, misogyny among the clergy, the dramatic fall in Europe of the number of vocations to the
priesthood, the plotting against Pope Francis – all these issues are clouded in mystery and secrecy. In
the Closet of the Vatican is a book that reveals these secrets and penetrates this enigma. It derives
from a system founded on a clerical culture of secrecy which starts in junior seminaries and continues
right up to the Vatican itself. It is based on the double lives of priests and on extreme homophobia. The
resulting schizophrenia in the Church is hard to fathom. But the more a prelate is homophobic, the
more likely it is that he is himself gay. 'Behind rigidity there is always something hidden, in many cases
a double life'. These are the words of Pope Francis himself and with them the Pope has unlocked the
Closet. No one can claim to really understand the Catholic Church today until they have read this book.
It reveals a truth that is extraordinary and disturbing.
In the Closet of the Vatican Dustin Adrian Rhodes
The biggest case of Eddie's career and nothing's going right. He's stuck in a stifling courtroom with the air
conditioning on the fritz during the worst heat wave in years, and the judge has denied his latest motion. He
just wants to spend a quiet night celebrating with his partner, Mike, on their fifteenth anniversary. But Mike
has a surprise in mind this year. A surprise that may be more than Eddie imagined possible.
Wonkenstein Penguin
The co-director of JONAH (Jews Offering New Alternatives to Homosexuality) argues that homosexuality is an
illness that can be cured through practical steps based on the teachings of the Torah and the Talmud.
Skeleton in the Closet Harmony
Rock singer, Ash Ivers, and country music star, Jackson Abrams, have intense passion that brings them together, but
will they be able to overcome all their differences when Jackson's career is threatened? Ash Ivers says and does what he
wants, and with being the lead singer of the world famous rock band, From Ashes, he gets away with both. Three years
ago, his mouth got the better of him, and he started a media feud with county music star, Jackson Abrams. When
they're both booked to play a charity concert, he sees his chance to finally confront Jackson in person. Though, he's
uncertain if his anger will hold against his attraction to the singing cowboy. Jackson Abrams is the darling of country
music. He's polite, charming, handsome...and he has a secret that he fears could jeopardize his career. When it comes
to the cocky rock star, Ash Ivers, he's infuriated and intrigued by him. He wants their feuding to stop, but he also
doesn't want to lose the attention it gives him from Ash. As Ash and Jackson meet, the heat of anger turns to passion.
But when Jackson's world starts crumbling around him, will their differences make them stronger, or drive them apart?
Swept Away Minotaur Books
Sharon McCone is excited--and relieved--to move her detective agency into the perfect new office space.
Unfortunately, real estate woes aren't the only headache that the new building brings into Sharon's life.
Possible nineteenth century ghosts and a shady "intra-reality organization" ensure that Sharon's new office
will bring as much excitement as any of her clients. Approx. 7000 words.
A Noise in the Closet Lulu Press, Inc
Things are going pretty well for Rob Burnside until Pinocula--a cross between Pinocchio and a
vampire--emerges from his closet, lying, joking, and doing his best to drive Rob crazy.
Dream Closet (Barbie: Life in the Dream House) Simon and Schuster
A father thinks his son is a chicken, a monster living under the bed is really your mother, statues in
museums come to life, and haunted houses aren't what you think they are... In this compilation of
scary stories written by high school students, you will find mystery, suspense, and surprise. We warn
you not to read this book at night.
Fred Gets Dressed Wyatt North Publishing, LLC
Growing up is tough. So is growing old. And everything in between? Well, it's all tough. Between the pages of

this short fiction collection, you will find internet daters, shy bus drivers, talking corpses, playground bullies,
and monsters in the closet. Spies, old friends, unhappy teens, grieving sisters, overworked businessmen, and
novice chess players bare their struggles and triumphs in local parks, cafes, funeral homes, bus stops, even
their bedrooms. These poignant, often humorous, contemporary short stories remind us how important
human connections are in this crazy, yet beautiful world. Fifteen stories in all! Read what others are saying
about these contemporary short stories: "These short stories are great when you need a five to ten-minute
break from your own life. The plots suck you in quickly and the characters are immediately recognizable and
relatable. You read wanting to finish the story in one sitting and the perfect length means you can." ~ Meggan
"A short read (and it's difficult to get all of the elements of a good story into a few words), a challenging read
-- I thought about these stories, especially Say Something (Would I have said something?) -- long after I
finished reading. A delightful read -- especially The Orange Scarf. The imagery in this middle story, the
imagination, the language -- the writing style -- show talent. Thank you, K. Kris Loomis, for a good read!" ~
Christine "I have to admit that because I'm a fan of longer works myself - 3-volume nineteenth-century
novels, doorstop-size biographies and scholarly editions - the trend toward shorter and shorter short stories
has somewhat dismayed me, both as a writer and a reader. As a writer, I can't seem to stay succinct, and as a
reader, I often feel like a short story isn't really developed enough to draw me into the world and make me
care about it. Kris Loomis's stories have entirely changed my mind." ~ Misty "One park, one bench, and 6
characters make for three very unassuming interludes that provide a satisfying glimpse into the lives of
uniquely ordinary people. The characters are brought to life with a verbal-visual acuity that leaves the
impression of having eavesdropped on the events from an adjacent bench, as opposed to having read them.
The stories are brief, but not their impact." ~ John Just because you are busy doesn't mean that you don't
deserve good fiction in your life! Click the Buy Now button at the top of the page and find out how easy it is
to incorporate more fiction in your life! Kris is also the author of the humorous travel memoir, Thirty Days In
Quito: Two Gringos and a Three-Legged Cat Move to Ecuador, as well as the nonfiction books How to
Sneak More Yoga Into Your Life: A Doable Yoga Plan for Busy People, How to Sneak More Meditation Into
Your Life: A Doable Meditation Plan for Busy People, After Namaste: Off-the-Mat Musings of a Modern
Yogini! Get a FREE short story at www.kkrisloomis.com! You can find Kris on Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram @kkrisloomis.
The Monster In the Closet and Other Stories Ten Speed Press
Five girls. A paper dress. Tons of shoes. One unforgettable raincoat. White Jeans. Secrets. Drama. Friends?
For Justine, Bianca, Becka, Polly, and Anne, living in Westfield, New Jersey is "life on planet toilet paper." At
least that's how Justine feels when she shows up as the new girl in school wearing a Scott Paper Caper dress.
To her, it's a super-original fashion statement. But other "loser freaks" don't agree. The other girls have their
own fashion issues, ranging from fabulous boots to raggedy pajamas to what to wear to therapy. Told in
alternating voices, TALES FROM MY CLOSET follows the stories of high school kids who have nothing in
common--and everything in common. They're at war with each other, but through their clothes, they reveal
and conceal themselves and make peace with what it means to be a teen. Over the course of a school year,
their individual struggles and successes come together to tell a story that's funny, honest, and all-girl fabulous.
Toys in the Closet Random House Books for Young Readers
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER � The book that sparked a revolution and inspired the hit Netflix
series Tidying Up with Marie Kondo: the original guide to decluttering your home once and for all. ONE OF
THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE—CNN Despite constant efforts to declutter your
home, do papers still accumulate like snowdrifts and clothes pile up like a tangled mess of noodles? Japanese
cleaning consultant Marie Kondo takes tidying to a whole new level, promising that if you properly simplify
and organize your home once, you’ll never have to do it again. Most methods advocate a room-by-room
or little-by-little approach, which doom you to pick away at your piles of stuff forever. The KonMari
Method, with its revolutionary category-by-category system, leads to lasting results. In fact, none of
Kondo’s clients have lapsed (and she still has a three-month waiting list). With detailed guidance for
determining which items in your house “spark joy” (and which don’t), this international bestseller will
help you clear your clutter and enjoy the unique magic of a tidy home—and the calm, motivated mindset it
can inspire.
The Cross in the Closet NYU Press
From the USA TODAY bestselling Southern Ghost Hunter series A haunted library is no place for a
girl who can see ghosts, but when Verity Long stumbles on a dead body in the middle of the main
reading room, she has to believe someone⋯even a dead someone⋯must have witnessed the crime.
Her ghostly sidekick Frankie warns her to stay out of it. The very alive, very handsome deputy sheriff,
Ellis Wydell, inadvertently places her directly in the middle of it. And her ex-fiancé, Ellis’s
brother, is back with an agenda of his own. Undaunted, Verity presses forward, uncovering
scandalous secrets, long-forgotten ghosts, and a shocking trail of clues that places her directly in the
path of a killer. What Reviewers are saying⋯ 5 Stars! “Angie Fox has another winner with The
Skeleton in the Closet.” 5 Stars! “If you liked the first book you are going to love this book.” 5
Stars! “If you like cozies with likable heroines, look no further.” 5 Stars! “Well written with just
the right amount of suspense.” Rating: Clean and Wholesome Paranormal Cozy Mystery Romance
(with a cute pet skunk!)
The Closet Book Icon Empire Press
Toys in the Closet, is a historical fiction set in the sensuous singing sands of the Indiana dunes on the
southern shores of Lake Michigan. This is the journey of Nathan Franklin whose family participated in the
most vicious confrontation between environmentalists and industrialist over the Hoosier coast. Nathan, a
Jewish writer is out-of-season visiting his beach home, on Christmas Day ‘97 and exploring the story book
rooms of Brighton House, a repository of so many works of art by artists who have painted the dunes and a
treasury of family heirlooms each with vignettes of a landed past. Nathan though lonesome on Christmas in
the aftermath of a winter blizzard realizes he isn’t alone at all surrounded by his treasures and a very
protecting lost lover. A story full of Hoosier pride, social justice, as viewed through the eyes of an
accomplished Jewish contemporary at the end of his family’s American Dream.
The Indian in the Cupboard Page Publishing Inc
A murderer, a victim, and a witness... but no one in this house is innocent Twenty years ago an
unspeakable tragedy rocked Rose Yates's small, affluent hometown... and only Rose and her family
know the truth about what happened. Haunted by guilt, Rose escaped into a new life. Now she seems
to have it all: a marriage, a son, a career. And then her husband is found dead. As far as Detective
Colin Pearson is concerned, Rose is guilty. Her marriage wasn't as happy as she'd led everyone to
believe, and worse, she's connected to a twenty-year-old cold case. She can play the part of the
victim, but he won't let her or her family escape justice this time around. Grieving her husband and
struggling to make ends meet, Rose returns home, hoping to finally confront her domineering father
and unstable sister. But memories of a horrific crime echo through the house, and Rose soon learns
that she can't trust anyone, especially not the people closest to her. From USA Today bestselling
author Carter Wilson comes a story of deception, hereditary sin, and what we'll do to protect our
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own.
Out of the Closets Henry Holt and Company (BYR)
A series of essays concerning the Gay Liberation Movement, from individuals and groups associated with the
movement.
The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe Doubleday Books for Young Readers
With help from Hanuman, the Hindu monkey god, Anu finds a way to cope with going to a new school, living in a
new home, and even dealing with the mischievous ghosts in her closet.
The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up University of Chicago Press
Provides suggestions for closets, shelves, cabinets, and other means of home storage that are both attractive
and make the maximum use of limited space
Are You There God? It's Me Margaret. Sourcebooks, Inc.
From a New York Times bestselling author and Caldecott-honor winning artist comes an exuberant
illustrated story about playing dress up, having fun, and feeling free. The boy loves to be naked. He romps
around his house naked and wild and free. Until he romps into his parents' closet and is inspired to get
dressed. First he tries on his dad's clothes, but they don't fit well. Then he tries on his mom's clothes, and
wow! The boy looks great. He looks through his mom's jewelry and makeup and tries that on, too. When
he's discovered by his mother and father, the whole family (including the dog!) get in on the fun, and they all
get dressed together. This charming and humorous story was inspired by bestselling and award-winning
author Peter Brown's own childhood, and highlights nontraditional gender roles and self-expression.
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